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Vehicular Named Data Network (VNDN) is considered a strong paradigm to deploy in vehicular applications. In VNDN, each
node has its cache, but due to limited cache, it directly affects the performance in a highly dynamic environment, which
requires massive and fast content delivery. To reduce these issues, the cooperative caching plays an efficient role in VNDN.
Most studies regarding cooperative caching focus on content replacement and caching algorithms and implement these
methods in a static environment rather than a dynamic environment. In addition, few existing approaches addressed the cache
diversity and latency in VNDN. This paper proposes a Dynamic Cooperative Cache Management Scheme (DCCMS) based on
social and popular data, which improves the cache efficiency and implements it in a dynamic environment. We designed a
two-level dynamic caching scheme, in which we choose the right caching node that frequently communicates with other nodes,
keep the copy of the most popular content, and distribute it with the requester’s node when needed. The main intention of
DCCMS is to improve the cache performance in terms of reducing latency, server load, cache hit ratio, average hop count,
cache utilization, and diversity. The simulation results show that our proposed DCCMS scheme improves the cache
performance than other state-of-the-art approaches.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development in the vehicular population [1],
many applications and services are merged to provide desired
data to the requester’s vehicle. In this concern, the VANETs
become in this race with the modifying version of Mobile
Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) [2], which is aimed at improv-
ing the communication in moving vehicles and covering the
large-scale traffic environment. Increasing wireless content
traffic has a great burden on VENETs. As per the report of
[3], 60% of content belongs to video or audio. Due to the
growing size of data traffic and maintaining audio or video
streaming, many studies have proposed solutions [4]. In
these studies, content delivery is one of the bottlenecks in
VANETs due to the dynamic environment and frequent dis-
connect connections between different nodes. The future
paradigm Named Data Network (NDN) brings efficient ser-

vices [5], which are more concerned about data. NDN works
the terms “What” rather than “Where.” Besides, in NDN,
every node has cache and three data structures: (1) Content
Store (CS), (2) Pending Information Table (PIT), and (3)
Forward Information Table (FIB). Therefore, the VANETs
turned into Vehicle Named Data Networks (VNDN) due to
its incredible services. VNDN has been proposed as a key
promising solution, especially for mobile network caching,
and VNDN plays a vital role in monitoring traffic issues
and supports road safety [6] applications.

The main focus of VNDN is content distribution between
nodes in the network. In traditional vehicular networks
(VNs), a specific IP address [7] is allocated to every node
for information sharing to another node. Moreover, a
secured channel must connect with the source and destina-
tion sides to transmit confidential content. So, traditional
networks bring the mobility management issue to transfer
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the secured data between nodes. In particular VNDN envi-
ronment, each node is self-detecting via content name and
self-authorize. The consumer and their neighboring nodes
probably travel in the same direction, and with the same
speed, the link could be more stable and reliable. Moreover,
the popular content may be fetched easily and may reduce
the mobility issues in VNDN. Recently, the vehicular
network caching manner is considered noncooperative in
[8]. The caching decision is based on local demand rather
than global demand, which may be difficult for the consumer
to access desired data from the producer (nearby nodes) and
raise the mobility and access delay issue.

Although VNDN has many advantages, the VNDN in
dynamic traffic brings many issues such as network perfor-
mance, cache miss, data delay, data loss, mobility, and
resource managing. Figure 1 illustrates the following data
access challenges in VANET scenario.

(i) Let us assume that at the time t0 the V1 sends the
request, and the forwarding distance between V1
and V3 is 120m. The V1 is moving at 60 km/h
while V3 is moving with a speed of 80 km/h. When
the desired content is reached at V3 from V4,
unfortunately, the V1 is moved out from the trans-
mission range of V3. This happened due to a non-
cooperative method and the mobility speed of V3;
as a result, V1cannot receive the desired corre-
sponding data due to the large distance from V3.

(ii) Suppose the V1 transmission range is larger than
V3. In this situation, the V1 may reach near V3,
and V3 forwards the request from V1. In this case,
the V3 again failed to deliver the desired corre-
sponding data to V1

(iii) The network faced delays in data, data loss, and
cache missing due to ineffective cache management
strategy in VNDN

To enhance the performance of VNDN, the cooperative
edge cache methods are introduced in [9] to improve the hit
ratio of cache, network traffic management, and data access
latency as per results with other baselines strategies.

A caching strategy and social interactions are considered
to improve the better communication, secured, and enter-
tainment in VANET’s applications [10]. In this study, the
cooperative caching methods are divided into two groups:
(i) on-path cache and (ii) off-path cache based on where
content is cached. In the on-path method, content is cached
via some nodes using the reverse path technique from the
consumer to the producer, while in the off-path method,
some specific nodes are involved to cache the content for
the consumer. According to the author, nodes with the same
interests can make better connectivity links and efficient
dissemination in vehicular networks. Many strategies are
proposed to improve the cache performance in literature,
but fewer cache methods are implemented in dynamic
scenarios [11]. The existing strategies are based on the fixed
probability that increases content redundancy and maxi-
mizes hop count distance and others based on content

popularity which less popular content ignores, resulting in
low diversity. In the light of the above discussion, an excel-
lent caching management strategy is required to mitigate
these issues. Therefore, introduce the Dynamic Cooperative
Cache Management Scheme Based on Social and Popular
Data in VNDN. The main focus of DCCMS is to improve
the cache performance via popular data and social interac-
tion in VNDN and build a reliable communication link
among nodes based on master node. We design the master
node that acts hierarchically and collaborates with neighbor-
ing nodes to keep the most popular contents in the cache.
Our method uses maximum available cache resources to
minimize the latency and improve the cache hit ratio perfor-
mance. The master node is aimed at improving the overall
network performance by keeping the popular content for a
long time and sharing content with the requester as per
demand. The existing strategies keep recent popular con-
tents individually rather than the whole network. Moreover,
social interaction between nodes is necessary to keep the
complete history of popular contents in the whole network
and evict it at a specific time slot. The main contributions
of our paper are listed as follows:

(i) We present a novel two-level caching scheme that
distributes popular content in VNDN networks

(ii) The master node is introduced to fulfill the future
request from nearby nodes. The master node stores
the content which cannot be accommodated from
nearby nodes due to limited storage capacity. More-
over, the master node supports social interaction
with other nodes to get the copies of the most pop-
ular contents (MPC) in the whole network rather
than a single node

(iii) We design the eviction policy based on content
popularity and time slot to cache contents’ freshness
to deal with less popular content

(iv) The comprehensive simulation shows that our
scheme is good for dynamic traffic where the pri-
mary objectives are the highest cache hit, low
latency, maximum cache utilization, and efficient
network performance

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We discuss
the related work in Section 2. In Section 3, the system model
and problem formulation are discussed. We presents
DCCMS strategy in Section 4. The comprehensive evalua-
tion and DCCMS performance are demonstrated in Section
5, and finally, we conclude the work in Section 6.

2. Related Work

In this section, we discussed some recent studies related to
our scheme. The local cache is used to minimize the compu-
tational cost in the network. On-path cache (OPC) attracts
the research community’s attention due to its local uses;
the term cooperative caching is very famous in vehicular
networks to enhance the overall network performance. In
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[12], the authors proposed a cooperative cache to estimate
the router capacity and cached the popular contents only.
The collaborative caching model is based on the hierarchical
method in [13] to fetch the contents from the nearest node
in the network. In this proposed model, overhead occurred
due to heavy network load in VNs. The authors proposed
a caching strategy-based two-tier heterogeneous model to
optimize the caching probability using two helpers for the
edge server [14]. The IDCC [15] scheme is designed to
improve cache performance. In this study, the static topol-
ogy is used to get the desired results based on the probabilis-
tic cache method. A content delivery scheme [16] is designed
for social communities to park the vehicle. The vehicles are
communicated using distributed content to minimize the
cost of network and content latency. The content replace-
ment strategy is discussed in [17, 18]; the content copy is
moved down on each node to replace the content. Due to
this method, the memory cost and redundancy will increase,
and the root node cannot keep at least one copy of the con-
tent. In [19], a probability-based caching scheme is designed
to get the cache capacity and root node distance. This cache
decision is based on the hop count of the server and the
content router size. The authors developed a framework
for content distribution in [20] networking cache and across
the domain. To investigate the cooperative cache scheme
performance, the authors [21] introduced a fog-based social
aware network and designed a content sharing scheme that
allows the nodes’ network to collaborate content cache
locally. To improve the latency in VANET, the authors
discussed the collaborative routing in [22] and, for data dis-
semination, choose the vehicle as edge node in [23]. In [24,
25], the authors introduced multitier cooperative cache
architecture to deal with popular contents in different net-
works and improved the delayed hit ratio in caching. Similar
approaches for heterogeneous networks are proposed in [26,
27, 28, 29], where caching nodes are introduced to reduce
the content delivery ratio. Furthermore, in [30, 31], the study
designed a caching scheme that incorporates the popularity
of content depending on the cache decision. To determine
the space and replacement content in the cache, the authors
explore the idea in [32] that the proposed algorithm for pop-
ularity and replacement used static parameters. Moreover, in
[33], cache strategy is introduced based on centrality, in
which an intermediate node is chosen to cache the contents.
The results show to improve the cache utilization and reduce
content redundancy in the static network. The approach of
cache consistency for ad hoc networks is introduced in
[34], which used the Global Positioning System (GPS) and

pull-based approach to enhance performance. The same
work is discussed in [35], which used a hybrid approach to
pull and push to select relay nodes between the cache and
producer node. The cache nodes determine the cached data
using a relay node. Many authors designed the algorithm for
maintenance cache consistency and replacement content in
[36, 37, 38, 39] to solve the cache consistency problems. In
[40], the authors increase the performance of retrieval infor-
mation from the cache in Mobile Ad hoc Networks
(MANET) using location maintenance. Similar studies [41,
42] extract information based on user social interaction by
base station (BS). The AlwaysCache strategies are discussed
in NDN [43, 44, 45, 46], where incoming contents are always
cached on all nodes without replacement. However, due to
accepting every new content generates redundancy, and
maximizing the memory cost in the network. The cache
strategies are discussed in [47, 48] with fixed probability.
According to its results, cache memory is reduced with less
performance in diversity and content replication. However,
the authors introduced DPC using a probabilistic strategy
in [49]; this method increased the delay due to lack of collab-
oration with other nodes. The PCMP work is discussed in
[50], where popular contents are cached at only RSU; due
to this, the cache hit ratio decreased with low velocity and
increased hop count with high velocity. The performance
of these studies is lower than that of DCCMS when imple-
mented in a dynamic environment to get the core objective
in terms of the cache hit and latency. Therefore, we pro-
posed DCCMS to mitigate these issues, enhance network
performance regarding cache hit, and reduce latency.

3. System Model

3.1. Network Model. In this section, we discussed network
model and problem formulation for VNDN.

In VNDN, the consumers can send the request to the
content producer to get the desired content. The Server,
RSUs, and neighboring vehicles could provide content to
the consumer. Let us consider Figure 2 as a network scenario
for VNDN by graph G = ðX, YÞ, where X = fV ∪ C ∪ Ccn ∪
Sg indicates a set of network nodes and Y is the communi-
cation link between the nodes. A network consisting of vehi-
cle V = fV1,⋯, Vng can request the contents
C = fC1,⋯, Cng and get the desired data from the Caching
nodes Cpn or server node s. We assume double-direction road
dr with mobility speed ms for vehicle movement, and the
transmission coverage of RSU is the one hop-based cluster,
where raða ∈ f1, 2, 3,⋯, drgÞ and jraj represents the clusters

V1

V2

MovingRequest interest Transmission rangeDesired data

V3 V4

V5V5

Request interest
Desired data

Figure 1: Simple-VNDN scenario.
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vehicle at L1. The definitions of the main symbols employed in
this paper are summarized in Table 1.

3.2. Packet-Flow Structure. We designed the packet-flow
structure integrated with the default NDN Type Length
Values (TLVs) packet structure for unique content to
perform the desired action according to our proposed
scheme. Figure 3(a) shows the interest packet structure,
and in Figure 3(b), Acknowledgment (Ack) attribute is
added to get the information about content availability and
data-chunks size.

3.3. Cache Model. We consider that all contents are defined
by the Poisson process with content file jCj = F files in which
C = fC1, C2,⋯, Cf g. Each node requests the C using the
Zipf distribution for content probability. Let us assume that
the V3 requests the random content at time ts1 with the con-
tent size z. If the desired request is available in the local
cache associated with V3, then the request will be fulfilled,
and no need to send other nodes. Otherwise, the V3 com-
municates with neighboring nodes (vehicles and RSUs). If
the requested content is found, the content provider’s node
is immediately sent to the requester’s node. If the neighboring
nodes do not contain them, then the content server will
respond. So, fetching the content from the server affects the
network performance, such as minimizing cache hit ratio,
increasing latency, and minimizing cache utilization. To over-
come these issues, we designed DCCMS; let us assume a
binary matrixM to check whether the content is cached from
the L2 or L1, where Ci∣rða+1Þ∣ = 1means that the content cached

at L1 and 0Cache hit is the probability of cacheotherwise, it
means the content is missed at L1. Moreover, each element
takes value 0 or 1 in binary cache decision matrix, such as

Ci r a+1ð Þ
��� ��� ∈ 0, 1½ �: ð1Þ

According to the above discussion, if the content is missed
at L1 due to limited capacity, then the content must be cached
at the L2 to enhance the cache performance. For more details,
see Section 4.

3.4. Problem Formulation. In this section, the DCCMS is
aimed at reducing the latency to get the maximum cache
hit ratio. We assume that each node assumes equal contents,
and the content size is normalized to 1; for example, each
node in the network can cache C contents. The content pop-
ularity Cp is changed with respect to the given time slot Ts

Producer

Master node
RSU

Device to device communication
Communication RSU to vehicle

Figure 2: Network topology for DCCMS.

Table 1: Key notations.

Notation Description

C Numbers of content

z Size of content

L1 RSU

L2 Master node

ra Numbers of road side units

S Server node

F Content file

Fl Content files packet at caching node

Cp Content popularity

Ts Time slot

En Neighboring node

ω Cache size L1
Q Cache size L2
Ml Cið Þ Matrix with binary value to check cached level

l l ∈ L1 and L2
dr Double direction road

VL1,L2
c Vehicle cached content from RSU or master node
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= fts1 ,⋯, Tsn
g. So, content with the higher popularity value

must be detected first and cached at the neighboring nodes
En to reduce the latency, and the other low popularity value’s
contents will be evicted to enhance the locality cache hit rate.
The problems can be formulated as

max  〠
ci∈C

Cp cið Þ〠
n∈En

〠
l∈L1∪L2

CHr cið ÞMl cið Þ ð2Þ

s:t: 〠
ci∈C

z cið ÞMl cið Þ ≤ Fl, ∀l ∈ L1, ð3Þ

〠
l∈L1∪L2

Ml cið Þ = 1, ∀n ∈ En, ∀ci ∈ C, ð4Þ

Ml cið Þ = 0, 1f g ,∀l ∈ L1 ∪ L2,∀ci ∈ C: ð5Þ
Constraint in Equation (3) describes neighboring nodes’

content placement according to storage limits. The desired
content is cached from one node rather than multiple nodes
by constraint Equation (4); if the current state MsðC1Þ = 1,
the content will be cached at the server node. The cache
decision attribute is restricted in Equation (5). According
to the above discussion, we introduced the DCCMS (see in
Section 4) that keeps the most popular content during Ts
and distribute it with other nodes to maximize the cache
hit ratio and improve the overall network performance.

4. Dynamic Cooperative Cache Strategy

4.1. Cache Management. We design the two-level cache
strategy to get the desired content in VNDN. Therefore, we
define the chunk-layered weight function for a cache as

ωcl
= e−cl+α/cm , ð6Þ

where cl represents the chunks layered, cm indicates
highest value of content, and α illustrates the control variable
for each packet layer. Let assume that cl = f0, 1, 2,⋯, ng,
where 0 represents the ra-layer packet and nth is highest
layer packet for C. In the VNDN network, the requester
node can get the desired contents from the neighboring node
(L1 or L2n) as discussed in Algorithm 1. If the desired con-
tent is arrived at ts1 and ts2 is the slate time, then the content
capacity is z > ω; then, VL1,L2

c = f0, 1g. The content is moved
to L2 node either cache time expired ts1 = ts2 or L1 has no
more content capacity for new content.

L2c ⟵ L1ac, ∀t1 = t2, μ = n: ð7Þ

Moreover, the influence node considers the key node of
the network that can enhance the performance, but the
selection of cache nodes in dynamic traffic is very complex.

However, we choose the ðL2Þ as the influence node, the
details of getting the cache node are discussed in Section 4.2.

4.2. Caching Node.We choose the cache node based on node
centrality methods [46] and social characteristics based on
Jaccard similarity indexing to measure the most relative
influence node in the network [51]. Let M be the adjacent
matrix of the network. The contents ðCij

Þ of M take 1 if

the ni connected to the nj, otherwise 0. Moreover, the expo-
nential sign of M shows the link between two nodes via the
intermediate node. For example, in adjacent matrixM4 if the
contents ðC4,10Þ = 1, it shows that the n4 and n10 are linked
with the distance length 4. Thus, the Cni

is measured as

Cni
= 〠

n

dc=1
〠
n

j=1
βdc Mdc

� �
ij
, ð8Þ

where Cni
is the centrality of ni, at ði, jÞ location of

matrix M, dc indicates the numbers of degree connection
between above two nodes, and β represents the weight factor
value. We can also calculate the dynamic communication
between the nodes as

ρ = Im − βM tm0½ �
� �−

1,⋯, Im − βM tmn½ �
� �−1

, ð9Þ

Default-interest packet Sequence no. of prefix Next node-ID Control-code Cache statusDefault-interest packet Sequence no. of prefix Next node-ID Cache status

(a) Interest packet structure

Default-data packet Ack

(b) Data packet structure

Figure 3: Packet-flow structure.

Initialize:
Ci : Requested content
L1 : RSU
L2 : Master node
Ts : Time slot
Q : L2 cache size
z : Requested content size
ω : L1 cache size

Output: Content cached at l ∈ L1, or L2
1 if Ci ∈ C is available at L1 then
2 Ci − >Ch = 1 ;

ð++θÞ ;
Set Ts

3 else
4 ð f orward the request to L2Þ ;
5 if z > ω then
6 Initiate Algorithm − ð2Þ ;
7 else
8 Go to step 2 ;
9 if Ci ∈ C is not cached at L2 then
10 Request forward to S node
11 if Q is full then
12 Initiate Algorithm-(2)
13 End Procedure

Algorithm 1: DCCMS caching scheme for incoming content.
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where Im is the identity matrix and 0, −1 is the time points
series, ðtm0 < tm0 < 1tm0 < 2,⋯, tmnÞ. Finally, by using
Equations (6) and (7), we can calculate the centrality effect
of n regarding Cb

n and Crc
n request dynamically in the whole

network.

Cb
n = 〠

N

dc=1
ρn · dc,

Crc
n = 〠

N

dc=1
ρn · dc,

ð10Þ

where Cb
n indicates the broadcasting and Crc

n illustrates
the receiving requests. Furthermore, ρ is the dynamic com-
munication weight count at length ln from ni to nj.

4.3. Content Replacement. We design Algorithm 2 for the
replacement content based on content’s popularity which
concerns Ts. We divided the cache into two queues: (1) the
most popular content ðMPCÞ and (2) the lowest popular
content ðLPCÞ. First, the consumer node checked its own
CS-table. If the content is available, then cache the content
and update the CS table. If the desired content is unavailable,
it forwards the request to nearby nodes or caching nodes,
selected based on centrality (see in Section 4.2). After receiv-
ing the desired content, if the CS is full, then the following
method is used to evict the content from CS.

Cpi =
rc tið Þ
tc tið Þ

+ θ, ð11Þ

where rcðtiÞ indicates the requested content within time slot
ðtiÞ and tcðtiÞ represent the total numbers of request within
giving time slot and θ is the popularity increase constant.

5. Simulation and Performance Evaluation

5.1. Simulation Scenario. We consider the bidirection road
on two lanes with the 15 km pathway. The network size var-
ies from 30 to 90 vehicles, and the velocity is set from 5 to 20
meters per second (m/s) with 20 RSUs. The simulation time
is set from 100 to 1000 seconds and run 100 times to validate
the results. Moreover, the simulation parameters are
mentioned in Table 2.

5.2. Performance Evaluation. We evaluate the DCCMS per-
formance using the ndnSIM [52] based on NS-3 [53]. We
compare our work with the AlwaysCache [45], Prob(0.5)
[48], DPC [49], and PCMP [50]. The overall results show
that our proposed method DCCMS is good compared to
other methods. We improve the results with the master node
that collaborates with other nodes to get MPC in the whole
network and distribute it when needed.

5.3. Simulation Results. Cache Hit: the probability of cache
hit Ch from a cache node rather than server node, which is
measured as

CHr =
∑n

h=1Ch

∑n
m=1Cm +∑n

h=1Ch

� �
, ð12Þ

where CHr represents the cache hit ratio, Ch indicates
cache hit, and Cm shows cache miss ratio, whereas, n and m
count the numbers of cache hit and cache miss, respectively.
Figure 4 shows the results of the cache hit ratio, in which the
study DPC claims that, initially, the cache hit ratio of DPC is
lower than those PCMP, AlwaysCache, and Prob(0.5), but
with the increasing time, the cache hit performance is
improved. We analyze that our proposed work achieved per-
formance cache hit an average of 68% from Prob(0.5), 65.5%
from DPC, 55.8% from AlwaysCache, and 21.6% from
PCMP. We obtained this result because our cache strategy

Initialize:
Ci : Requested content
L1 : RSU
L2 : Master node
Ts : Time slot
Q : L2 cache size
z : Requested content size
ω : L1 cache size

Output: Content Replaced
1 if ω is f ull then
2 share copy of MPC into L2; // Using Eq.(6)

Evict LPC;
3 if Q is full then
4 Calculate Cp;

Evicted LPC content;
Allocate space to new content;

5 End Procedure

Algorithm 2: Cache replacement.

Table 2: Simulation Parameters.

Parameter description Value

Numbers of vehicles 30-90

Vehicle speed 5-20 (m/s)

Communication range 250m

Road propagation model Nakagami

MAC protocol 802.11p

Routing scheme Broadcasting

Cache replacement DCCMS

Cp-increment θ

Content size 10 KB

Numbers of consumer 2

Simulation time 100-1000 (sec)
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collaborates with other nodes, and all requested contents are
cached at nearby nodes in the network.

Latency is the time delay to obtaining the successful
response, which can be measured as

Lt = Crt − Prt , ð13Þ

where Lt indicates the latency, Crt is the consumer
request time, and Prt represent the producer response time
for time for specific content. As per Figure 5, the DCCMS
achieves the performance regarding the shortest latency as
compared to mentioned other schemes. DPC shows higher
latency than AlwaysCache, Prob(0.5), and PCMP. We mini-
mized the latency rate overall on average 42% from other
state-of-the-art schemes, with 67% from DPC, 51%
Prob(0.5), 28% from AlwaysCache, and 21% from PCMP.

Average hop is the distance between noden1ðxn1 − yn1Þ
and another noden2ðxn2 − yn2Þ, which is calculated by

Hc =
∑n1≠n2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xn1 − xn2ð Þ2 + yn1 − yn2ð Þ2

q
∑hn1

: ð14Þ

In Figure 6, the results show that the proposed scheme
DCCMS outperforms other strategies. We decreased the
hop count with the master node that cooperated with other
nodes using most popular content. However, our proposed
method decreased the average hop count by 53%, 50%,
49%, and 40% from Prob(0.5), AlwaysCache, DPC, and
PCMP, respectively.

Content cache utilization is obtained by our proposed
work, which indicates how often the content is used after
being cached. We can obtain it as

Cut =
∑n

h=1Ch

∑n
j=1tt

" #
, ð15Þ

where Ch indicates the cache hit probability and tt repre-
sents the caching event’s total time. Cache utilization is an
important factor in getting better cache hit results and
improving network performance. Figure 7 shows that our
scheme is slightly low compared to DPC with 30 vehicles
but better than AlwaysCache, PCMP, and Prob(0.5). More-
over, with the increase in network size, such as 50, 70, and
90 vehicles, our proposed work utilized the maximum cache
averagely of 55% overall, compared to other strategies DPC,
AlwaysCache, Prob(0.5), and PCMP.

In diversity, the unique content ratio is stored on all
nodes in the entire network. We can obtain it by the average
number of networks’ nodes nc that failed to cache the con-
tent each time it is divided by the total nodes tn of the whole
network.
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Figure 6: Average hop count.
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D = ∑n
nc=1nc

∑n
tn=1tn

� �
: ð16Þ

Figure 8 illustrates that Prob(0.5) diversity is very low
compared to other schemes. This happened due to higher
content replication. PCMP and DPC perform much better
than AlwaysCache and Prob(0.5). However, the DCCMC
improves overall diversity performance on average 39%
rather than baseline strategies. We achieved the diversity
ratio with minimum content replicas. In addition, the other
strategies generate too much content redundancy that causes
the low diversity in the network.

Server load ratio indicates that the content is satisfied at
server node rather than other nodes in the whole network.
The server load can be calculated as

CHr = 1 − ∑n
h=1Ch

∑n
m=1Cm +∑n

h=1Ch

� �
: ð17Þ

Figure 9 indicates that our scheme is better in terms of
cache missing and decreases the server load by 30%, 28%,
27%, and 18% from Prob(0.5), DPC, AlwaysCahe, and
PCMP, respectively, when time is increased. We achieved
the performance due to catching the consumer’s content at
nearby nodes.

5.3.1. Effect of Velocity. We analyze the effect of velocity on
the network performance with different vehicle velocities,
using 50vehicles, and set the 100 sec simulation time.
Figures 9–11 indicate the cache hit ratio, latency, and average
hop count performance, respectively, with different velocities
from 5m/s to 20m/s. Furthermore, we observe that the overall
performance of our DCCMC scheme is best than those of
other methods due to the master node, which mitigates the
impact of velocity on the network and cooperates with the
neighboring node to cache the content.

In Figure 10, the results show that the cache hit ratio of all
strategies decreases when vehicle speed increases. However,
we observed that the performance of DCCMC is better and
less affected with the increase of velocity. We achieved perfor-
mance of CHr 47% fromDPC, 24% from Prob(0.5), 23% from
AlwaysCache, and 21% from PCMP.

Figure 11 shows that the performance of DCCMC is best
than those of other strategies. We decrease latency by 69%,
42%, 63%, and 10% from DPC, Prob(0.5), AlwaysCache, and
PCMP, respectively.

Compared with the other methods in terms of average hop
count, we notice that the results shown in Figure 12 illustrate
that our DCCMC scheme reduced the hop count on average,
45% from Prob(0.5), 44% from AlwaysCache, 43% from
DPC, and 35% from PCMP.
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100 sec).
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6. Conclusion

VNDN plays a key role in content delivery in vehicular net-
works. This study proposed a novel two-level cache strategy
to overcome the popular content delivery in high mobility sit-
uations. We introduced the master node that cooperates with
other networks node based on content popularity in the
dynamic environment. The caching node is chosen based on
the centrality and social interaction with other nodes. The
simulation results show that our DCCMS scheme is efficient
rather than other state-of-the-art strategies. DCCMS is better
when the higher cache hit, less hop, less redundancy, more
cache utilization, and less latency are the genuine concern in
the networks. In the future, we plan to investigate forwarding
schemes and the replacement content in both static and
dynamic environments to improve the network performance
based on the most frequent nodes in the network. Moreover,
we will design caching strategy for the Internet of things
(IoT) to optimize cache and improve our scheme according
to the problem statements.
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